Abstract. We define a weak compatibility condition for the Newest Vertex Bisection algorithm on simplex grids of any dimension and show that using this condition the iterative algorithm terminates successfully. Additionally we provide an O(n) algorithm that renumbers any simplex grid to fulfil this condition. Furthermore we conduct experiments to estimate the distance to the standard compatibility and also the geometric quality of the produced meshes.
Introduction
Dynamically adaptive conforming unstructured meshes based on simplices usually use either Newest Vertex Bisection (NVB) [7, 10, 11, 20, 3] or Longest Edge Bisection (LEB) [21, 14, 4, 17, 15] . While NVB is a mere topological construct, where refinement simply depends on an ordering of the vertices, LEB uses geometric information to always refine the longest edge. While it is clear for NVB, that it only produces a finite number of shape classes, for LEB this is non-trivial and requires some combinatorial effort [4] . This is a strong argument for using NVB and an overview on NVB can be found in [20] . However, one big drawback of NVB is its non-applicability to generic unstructured meshes in 3 (or more) dimensions, as it needs a compatibility condition between neighboring elements on the initial grid. Standard simplicial mesh generators, such as Gmsh [12] or TetGen [23] , do not guarantee this condition. This has been an open problem for a long time and with this work, to the best of our knowledge, for the first time a solution to this problem is presented that is applicable in any dimension and relies only on standard NVB elements (in contrast to [5] ). Also it does not multiply the number of elements by 1 2 (d + 1)!, while halving each angle d times, as in [18, 24] , and it is surprisingly simple. The standard (strong) compatibility condition has been developed by Traxler and Maubach [19, 25] and generalized by Stevenson [24] . It ensures that every level of uniform refinement is conforming and that there is a bound on the effort of the conforming closure. There even is a bound on the effort for parallel computations [3] . We introduce a weaker compatibility condition that is applicable to generic unstructured simplicial grids. We gain applicability at the cost of losing some of the convenient properties obtained by the stronger compatibility condition. It generalizes the concept of a mesh being conformingly marked introduced by Arnold et al. in [5] and directly relates to what Stevenson calls compatibly divisible [24] . We will show that NVB terminates successfully using this condition. Furthermore, we present an algorithm that is capable of relabeling any grid to be weakly compatible and has in principle an effort of O(n), where n is the number of elements in the grid. In our implementation, however, the algorithm shows a complexity of O(n log n) which is related to a neighbor search that is carried out prior to the relabeling algorithm. In addition, the algorithm is capable to recover a strongly compatible situation for some meshes. To estimate the effort of the conforming closure, we will investigate metrics that relate to distances to a strongly compatible situation, as a strongly compatible situation minimizes the effort by design. The first metric measures refinement propagation on the macro level and the second metric exploits the locality of the definition of strong compatibility and counts the amount of faces where the corresponding neighbors do not fulfil the strong compatibility condition.
Weak Compatibility Condition
2.1. Introduction. We shortly introduce NVB following the notation of Stevenson [24] , while the algorithm itself was originally introduced by Maubach and Traxler [19, 25] .
Definition 2.1 (Newest Vertex Bisection). We identify a d-dimensional simplex T (the convex hull conv{z i : 0 ≤ i ≤ d}) with an ordering of the vertices z i and its type 0
Then the Newest Vertex Bisection (NVB) of the simplex T is defined by its two children
We call the edge E T = z 0 z d the refinement edge of the simplex T .
Example 2.2 (NVB in 3d). In 3 dimensions the simplex T = [z 0 , z 1 , z 2 , z 3 ] t T is of type t T ∈ {0, 1, 2}.
Bisecting the refinement edge E T = z 0 z 3 at its center z 03 = z0+z3 2 leads to the two simplices
The refinement edges of the children are E T0 = z 0 z 2 and E T1 = z 3 z 1 , if t T = 0 and E T1 = z 3 z 2 , if t T ∈ {1, 2}. From this we can directly deduce the initial refinement edge of all 4 faces of the simplex, namely
Notice that two 3d neighboring simplices will match if the initial refinement edge on their shared face coincides, otherwise the refinement algorithm will fail. Here follows the idea of Arnold et al. [5] to set for each face the initial refinement edge as the longest edge. From there they create the simplices containing said faces, but then have to introduce non-standard initial elements and their respective refinement in order to combat the problem that arises from the fact that the simplices are not necessarily NVB simplices.
2.2. Some NVB Properties. By creating a finite number of similarity classes NVB creates a sequence of non-degenerating simplices (see [25, 19] ). In order to use this to our advantage we define the concepts of Refinement Trees and NVBequivalence, this equivalence defines the same equivalence classes for simplices as in [24] .
Definition 2.3 (Refinement Tree and NVB-equivalence). Let
We execute d uniform NVB-refinements, which we denote in a graph by setting the refinement edges to be the nodes of the graph and the two children to be the refinement edges of the children. The root is the initial refinement edge z 0 z d . We call this graph the Refinement Tree RT (T ) and call a d-simplex T NVB-equivalent to a simplex T , if RT (T ) = RT (T ). 
. . .
. . . Note that in principle one can define refinement trees for arbitrary bisection-based refinement. So to turn a refinement tree into a simplex ordering, one needs to prove that it is one of the d + 1 (number of types) refinement trees that relate to an actual NVB refinement. As we will often deal with d uniform bisection, we use T j with a subindex j for j uniform refinements of T . We will use T i with a superindex i for lower dimensional subentities as follows. • Then every edge E ∈ T 1 (T ) gets bisected exactly once and no newly created edge gets bisected.
• Any sub-simplex F ∈ T d−1 (T ) is bisected by a valid NVB uniformly d − 1 times. It is of type t F = 0 and its ordering coincides with the ordering of T up to NVB-equivalence.
Proof. The refinement edges of T are depicted in Figure 2 .1. The distance of the indices decreases by 1 each level, so any edge z i z j , i < j is bisected exactly once at level d − j + i. Also none of the vertices in this tree are midpoints of former bisections, so no newly created edges are bisected. This proves the first claim. For the second claim we notice that for the d uniform NVB-refinements of the simplex T the refinement edges of the induced refinement of the face
are refinement edges of the Refinement Tree of T . Moreover the children of the edge z n z m in the induced refinement tree of
Remark 2.7. This implies by induction that for 0 ≤ i ≤ d − 1 all elements of T i (T ) are valid NVB simplices of type 0.
We now proceed to present a variant of Lemma 2.6 for elements of type t T = 1. • Then every edge E ∈ T 1 (T ) gets bisected exactly once and no newly created edge gets bisected.
• Any sub-simplex F ∈ T d−1 (T ) is of type t F = 1, if it contains z * and of type 0 else. The ordering of F coincides with the ordering of T up to NVB equivalence.
Proof. The proof is very similar to the proof of Lemma 2.6. Figure 2. 2 shows the refinement edges of T . The distance between the indices decreases by 1 each level until level d − 2 and that the final level consists of all edges containing z * . So any edge z i z j , i < j is bisected exactly once at level d − 1 − j + i and any edge z i z * is bisected exactly once at level d − 1. No edge containing a newly created point is bisected, so this proves the first claim. For the second claim we notice that for the d uniform NVB-refinements of the simplex T the refinement edges of the induced refinement of the face
are refinement edges of the Refinement Tree of T . Moreover the children of the edge z n z m in the induced refinement tree of F i are z n z m−1 (or z n z m−2 if m − 1 = i) and z n+1 z m (or z n+2 z m if n + 1 = i) for m = n + 1. For the case m = n + 1 the children are are z * z n and z * z m . Finally for the case n = i − 1, m = i + 1 the children are z * z n and z * z m . From this we can clearly see that
This proves the second claim.
. . . . . . Remark 2.9. We can iterate Lemma 2.8 in combination with Lemma 2.6 to see that for a d simplex T with t T = 1 any lower dimensional sub-simplex
For types T = 0, 1 we have the convenient result that the number of refinements to bisect every edge is d. For types greater than 1 this is unfortunately not true.
• Then every edge of T gets bisected at least once.
• Any face
The ordering of F coincides with the ordering of T up to NVB equivalence.
Proof. Bisecting the element
leads to a set of descendants of type 0 that look as follows
wherez k are either vertices of T or centers of refinement edges of T . This means that none of the refinement edges E ij = z * i z * j , 1 < i < j < t has been refined yet. From the proof of Lemma 2.6 we know that E ij will be refined at level d − j + i of T and hence at level d − t + d − j + i = 2d − t − j + i of T . In particular for E 12 this means 2d − t − 1, so after 2d − t uniform bisections every edge in T has been refined at least once. For the second claim we construct an artificial ancestorT = [z 0 , . . . , z d ] 0 by assuming that the simplex T has been created by t bisections always being the first child. From Lemma 2.6 we know that the ordering of all subsimplices ofT coincides with the ordering ofT and this translates to the descendant. FurthermoreT has been refined t times introducing the vertices V i , which means that any subsimplexT has been refined as many times as it contains vertices from V i , which proves the second claim. This means for any simplex T with type 0
In particular for
2.3. Compatibility Condition. As refinement is defined element-wise with NVB, we have to define a compatibility condition that couples neighboring elements. The weakest possible condition is the following. This basically means that the induced refinement of a face is the same from both sides. This is called compatibly divisible in [24] or conformingly marked in [5] (for d = 3). This condition is necessary, but may not be sufficient for the iterative NVB algorithm ( [24] ) to terminate. So we define a slightly stronger condition. Definition 2.14 (Weak Compatibility Condition). A triangulation T is called weakly compatible, iff it fulfils condition 2.13 and there exists a finer Triangulation that is conforming and only contains elements of type t ∈ {0, 1}.
Remark 2.15. The recursive algorithm [22] does in general not terminate under these conditions, as neither condition 2.13 nor condition 2.14 imply that the grid is loop-free.
Remark 2.16. Any 2-dimensional triangulation is weakly compatible, as it only contains elements of type 0 and 1. Lemma 2.17 (Every d-th uniform refinement is conforming). Let T be conforming and only contain elements of type t ∈ {0, 1}. Then every d-th uniform NVB refinement is conforming.
Proof. We split the triangulation T into its elements and investigate each T (T ). Every triangulation T (T ) is refined d times uniformly. As all elements are type 0 or 1, we know from Lemmas 2.6 and 2.8 that all d − 1-dimensional subsimplices F ∈ T d−1 (T ) have been uniformly refined d − 1 times. Now we reassemble the triangulation T from the element-triangulations T (T ). Condition 2.13 ensures that subsimplices that are shared by two elements carry the same refinement structure. So the resulting triangulation is conforming.
From Lemma 2.17 follows directly that under Condition 2.14 there always is a conforming finer grid, that only contains elements of type t ∈ {0, 1}, which leads to the following corollary.
Corollary 2.18. The iterative NVB refinement algorithm terminates on weakly compatible grids for any set M of elements marked for refinement.
As we will refer to the standard compatibility condition as strong compatibility condition in the remainder of this article we also introduce the notion of reflected neighbors and the strong compatibility condition. We extend the local strong compatibility to include neighbors that differ by one in type. This definition mimics the behaviour within adaptively refined strongly compatible grids. All initial elements in these grids are of the same type and neighboring refined elements can only differ by one in generation, neighboring elements can also only differ by one in type (modulo d). Such refined elements originating from a strongly compatible grid fulfil Definition 2.23.
Algorithm
The algorithm we design to actually reach a weakly compatible state is straightforward in any dimension. Algorithm 3.1: A renumbering algorithm to satisfy Condition 2.14 1 Let V = T 0 be the vertices of the triangulation T . Then we divide V into disjoint subsets V i ⊂ V, i ∈ {0, 1}, V 0 ∪ V 1 = V and provide an ordering > i for each of them.
we set t T = 0 and all vertices are sorted ascendingly from z 0 to z n with respect to > 1 .
Theorem 3.1. The resulting triangulation of Algorithm 3.1 is weakly compatible.
Proof. The weakest compatibility follows directly from Lemmas 2.6, 2.8, 2.10.
For the second property of Definition 2.14 we refine every simplex individually until it is type 0 without conforming closure. This coincides with refining all edges with both vertices contained in V 0 and no other edge for every simplex. Hence the resulting triangulation is conforming and only contains elements of type 0.
Remark 3.2. Note that the descendants of all faces F that are quasi-strongly compatible in T will be strongly compatible in the constructed descendant. 
LAE Least Adjacent Elements:
The idea is to refine opposite of vertices that have least adjacent elements. Let C LAE ∈ N be a constant threshold. Then we define
v is in at most C LAE Elements} and V 0 = V \ V 1 . This results in refining opposite of the biggest angle for some simplices.
These three set choices are in no way a thorough classification of the possible set choices but a possible selection of straightforward implementations. Another possibility would be for example to collect all vertices belonging to Longest edges that are longer than average into V 0 or collect the vertices with the maximum volume angle into V 1 . It is also possible to combine strategies.
Variants of the Choice of Ordering.
Up to now, we only constructed the sets V (0,1) . We are still free to choose the ordering. Figure 3 .1 depicts different results of the algorithm 3.1 in 2d. The ordering in Figure 3 .1a is lowest in the lower left corner and highest in the upper right and increases row-wise. This naive ordering leads to an expensive conforming closure. On the other hand in Figures  3.1b and 3 .1c the orderings are created with alternative methods (SRN and SRN2) and lead to all neighbors being strongly compatible. We propose two strategies to construct an ordering, the second one being an improved version of the first one. 3.3. Quality of produced mesh. We are interested in two significant mesh quality goals, namely, the mesh topological quality goal that tries to minimize the effort of the conforming closure, and the geometric quality goal that tries to maximize the shape regularity of the elements. Strongly compatible grids fulfil the mesh topological quality goal by design. So a distance to a strongly compatible situation is a way of measuring this goal. To this aim we define the following two distances.
Definition 3.3 (Distance 1)
. Let T be a weakly compatible grid sorted by one of the above methods and let F SC ⊂ T d−1 be the set of faces that are strongly or quasi-strongly compatible. Then we define the distance
This is a simple, easily computable and straight-forward metric that directly tells us whether the grid fulfils the strong compatibility condition. Unfortunately, it does not directly yield information on the effort of the conforming closure, so to estimate this we define a second distance Definition 3.4 (Distance 2). Let T be a weakly compatible grid sorted by one of the above variants and let C T (T ) the conforming closure of refining T on the initial grid T . Then we define the metric
.
As the refinement becomes more local (cf. [3] ) once the whole grid has been refined d times uniformly, we also investigate d
on the d times uniformly refined grid T d . The geometric quality of meshes using bisection (both LEB and NVB) is always an issue. One of the angles may be divided 2 d−1 times under d uniform bisections. LEB performs a bit better by design, but there is a significant drop in quality for any bisection-based refinement, if the initial grid contains elements that are close to equilateral, which we expect from mesh-generators such as TetGen. In principle it is advisable to start with elements that are similar to Kuhn-simplices. For NVB we have, that d uniform bisections cover all possible similarity classes and hence will only measure our quality indicators on the initial grid and on the d times uniform refined grid. The set of indicators we use are the d-dimensional sine, aspect ratios of volumes, faces and edges (min, max and average) and also the maximum number of adjacent elements of vertices and edges. Get untreated neighbor T and treated element T of first 
Numerical Experiments
In this section we study the behavior of the presented options of the reordering algorithm for a variety of different tetrahedral grids. In the implementation first a check is performed whether the provided grids is compatible or not. If the grid is already compatible then no reordering is performed. In general the reordering has to be performed only once per grid. The implementation of the presented algorithm is contained in the open-source Dune module Dune-ALUGrid [2].
4.1. Threshold Study. The first set of experiments we conducted is a threshold study, where we measure the behaviour of LAE and ILE with threshold values C ILE , C LAE ∈ {0, . . . , 35}. If the threshold value is 0 we obtain in both cases V 0 = V, so the case OT0 is implicitly included. We use both suggested orderings SRN and SRN2. First we test on a sequence of triangulations of the unit cube with decreasing average volume, that have been used in the 3D Benchmark on Discretization Schemes for Anisotropic Diffusion Problems on General Grids [9] . We will call these grids the "Unitcube Sequence". Additionally we will show the same measures for a set of grids representing more complex geometrical structures. We will call these grids "Realistic Grids" and a depiction is presented in Figure 4 .2. The tube grid has been previously used for numerical simulation of atherosclerotic plaque formation [13] . The grid representing the head of a human has been used in [16] . First we consider the distribution of V 0 , V 1 : Figure 4 .3 shows the proportion of vertices that have been sorted into V 0 for different grids. As expected LAE and ILE have different "active" regions, i.e. regions, where a change of threshold changes the distribution a lot. For ILE this is C ILE ∈ {0, . . . , 20} and for LAE this is C LAE ∈ {10, . . . , 30}. Keep these active regions in mind, when examining the following figures. The distribution of V into V 0 and V 1 does not depend on the choice of ordering. So the active regions do not change from SRN to SRN2. We now investigate metric d 1 T , i.e. the amount of not strongly compatible faces. To be comparable between grids of different size, we display the percentage with respect to all inner faces. Boundary faces are excluded, as they do not need to be compatible. Figure 4 .4 displays the amount of not strongly compatible faces in the grid. There are a few things to note. In most cases SRN2 outperforms SRN by about 10% of the faces. The Kuhn-grid is able to recover the strong compatibility. Surprisingly this is reached in the inactive region (i.e. OT0) combined with SRN. Using the abbreviations Volume(V), Longest Edge(LE), Shortest Edge(SE), Largest Face(LF), Smallest Face(SF), Face Volume(F), we examine the following geometric metrics of the grid: V/LE 3 , V/SE 3 , V/LF 3/2 , V/SF 3/2 , F/LE 2 , F/SE 2 and the d-sine [8] . We observed that (V/LE 3 ) ≈ (V/LF 2/3 )× (F/LE 2 ) and additionally (V/LF) ≈ d-sine. Qualitatively the metrics behave similar, so we choose to display only the d-sine here. Realistic tetrahedral meshes used for studying the proposed algorithms. 4.2a has been previously used for numerical simulation of atherosclerotic plaque formation [13] , 4.2b has been used in [16] for electrical impedance tomography simulations, 4.2c has been downloaded from [1] and generated with TetGen, 4.2e is part of the test grids in the Dune-Grid module [6] , 4.2d stems from a Kuhn-grid and has been modified (vertex renumbering and projection), and 4.2f has been generated with Gmsh.
The first value in these graphs with Threshold value C ILE/LAE = −1 denotes the unrefined grid, which is obviously the same for all Thresholds. The geometric quality indicators have been measured on the 3 times uniformly refined grid. A way to investigate the minimum angle is to consider the maximum number of adjacent elements at a vertex. Figure 4 .6 indicates that there is a big difference between LAE and ILE. In the active region of ILE this gets worse, while in the active region of LAE this value improves. To get an impression of the size of this value note the following calculation. In the equilateral case at every vertex there are 20 adjacent elements, uniform bisection in 3d can quadruple the number of elements at a vertex, which yields an expected 80 elements as a maximum after 3 uniform refinements for equilateral initial grids. The best values of LAE are not far from that. The special grid originating from Kuhn-cubes (see Figure 4 .2d) performs best under bisection with respect to both measures. The second special case among the realistic grids is the decorstatue grid 4.2c. It has by far the most elements at a vertex in the initial triangulation and we see that ILE is not improving that, while LAE almost recovers the initial value at a high threshold.
4.2. Conforming Closure. We discuss the connection between the distances d is at least O((8n) 2 ). Hence we did not compute these measures for all grids and possible parameters but just for a small selection. Also in the implementation we make the simplification, if refinement of an element T is part of the conforming closure of another element T then the conforming closure of T is included in the conforming closure of T and we do not compute the closure of T . This means the maximum conforming closure is computed exactly, while we just provide an upper bound for the average conforming closure. , i.e. the maximum conforming closure for both grids. Both times we measure both on the initial grid (blue) and on the 3 times uniformly refined grid (red). The behavior is almost always better in the 3 times uniformly refined case. The conforming closure is more costly in the active region, as we additionally introduce refinement propagation by having neighbors of different type. In the case of SRN we see for the tetgen mesh that the maximum conforming closure actually diminishes in the active region, but SRN2 performs better in total. The Kuhn-grid of course performs best in the inactive region, where it actually becomes strongly compatible.
4.3. Algorithm complexity. We also studied the runtime of the algorithm over the sequence of unit cube meshes that we used to study the threshold values. Figure 4.9 shows that the runtime actually is O(n log n) with n being the number of elements. The measured runtime includes recalculating the grid neighborhood information, checking whether a grid is compatible initially, setting up V 0 , V 1 , sorting the mesh, and finally checking how compatible the mesh is. The algorithm can be implemented in O(n), if the recalculation of the neighborhood information is not necessary. In the current implementation the association of neighboring elements is done via comparison of vertex indices of faces and storage of those in a std::map with O(log n) member access, where n is the number of faces. Therefore, the overall algorithm complexity becomes O(n log n). In our tests we have applied the various algorithms to meshes with about one million grid cells in under 10 seconds which we consider sufficiently fast, especially since the algorithm has to be applied only once. 
Summary and Outlook
We have presented a weak compatibility condition that is sufficient for the iterative NVB algorithm to terminate. Additionally we provide a simple algorithm to relabel any d-dimensional grid to fulfil said condition with effort O(n). The methods we designed try to achieve a compromise between LEB and NVB. We suggest to use (LAE)/(SRN2) with a parameter around 27 for grids created by mesh generators that aim at equilateral tetrahedrons. For meshes created by Kuhn-cubes it is best to just use the strongly compatible enumeration and not to try to improve the behaviour.
It is still an open question whether the weak compatibility condition is enough to obtain an estimate like the one in [24] for the computational effort of the conforming closure or if this can be achieved with some extra mild conditions in the mesh.
